
 

  

 

 

 

  

UC350 USB Type-C OTG Flash Drive 

ADATA presents the new-generation, dual standard connector UC350 Flash drive, which brings you major steps 

forward in data convenience and performance. It's USB 3.1 for the fastest transmission speeds, and even better, 

we've built it with both a regular USB connector and a reversible USB Type-C plug for instant connections minus the 

guesswork. The UC350 works with MacBooks, PCs, iOS and Android devices for true universal access.   

USB Type-C makes life simpler 
With Type-C, USB is even easier to use than before. 

We've all experienced flipping traditional USB connectors 

around to figure out which side is up and which is down. 

With USB Type-C, the connector is reversible, so that's a 

thing of the past. Whichever device you connect the 

UC350 to, it's so simple you don't even have to look at it. 

 

The U stands for universal   
Greater universality is indeed the biggest benefit of USB 

Type-C, and the super compact and ultra-light UC350 

works with diverse devices. Move files, photos, videos, 

and any other content between Mac OS, Windows PCs, 

Android, and iOS devices with utmost convenience and 

fluidity. 

  



 

  

 

 

 

Rev up your data with the fastest speeds 
The UC350 pushes out truly impressive performance 

figures thanks to USB 3.1 implementation. Up to 

100MB/s read and 30MB/s write, which is approx. twice 

the performance of USB 3.0. You could literally transfer 

an entire 50GB Blu-ray in around 40 seconds while 

keeping complete compatibility with USB 2.0/USB 3.0. 

The UC350 combines the convenience of Type-C with 

the speeds of USB 3.1: a winning combo.   

 

 

Instantly access more capacity 
Sure, it's wonderful that devices from ultrabooks to 

smartphones are getting thinner and lighter, but that 

often comes at the expense of built-in storage. Need 

more room? Well, the UC350 just so happens to have up 

to 64GB of space to give you the experience and 

enjoyment expansion you need, when you want it.   

 

 

Features Ordering Information 

● New Type C reversible connector Capacity Model Number EAN Code 

● Connects to OTG supported smartphones &  16GB AUC350-16G-CGD 4712366964150 

tablets 32GB AUC350-32G-CGD 4712366964167 

● Allows for easy data exchange between devices  64GB AUC350-64G-CGD 4712366964174 

and PC    

Specifications 

   

● Interface: USB 3.1(Gen1) & Type-C 

● Color: Gold 

● Capacity: 16GB/32GB/64GB  

● Dimensions (L x W x H):  

29.3 x 18.8 x 7.8mm (1.15 x 0.74 x 0.31in) 

● Weight: 5g (0.18oz) 

● Warranty: lifetime warranty 

 

 

 

 


